Investigation on the influence of substitute groups in organic nanodevices
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Abstract

Theoretical investigation has been performed on the electron transport properties of phenyl based molecules, sandwiched between two gold electrodes with symmetric contact. We analysed the influence of the substitute groups such as NO₂, NH₂ and OH, attached to benzene dithiolate molecule, to explore their influence on the transport characteristics to present a current controlled nanodevice. In this paper, nonequilibrium Green’s function formalism (NEGF) combined with extended Huckel theory (EHT), a semiempirical approach is used. The results show that the electron donating and withdrawing groups are able to increase and decrease the conductance and thereby control the current.
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1. Introduction

The prime purpose of molecular electronics (moltronics) is to develop nanoelectronic devices based on functional molecules. Considerable computational efforts [1-5] have been devoted in the recent years and many device properties have been demonstrated [6-8]. These investigations show that the transport properties of the organic molecular junctions depend on the geometry and electron structure of the molecules. As an attempt to derive the variation in the transport behavior caused by the structure, we focus our study on the influence of substitute group when attached to the functional molecule.

We apply nonequilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) formalism [9-11] coupled with the extended Huckel theory (EHT) [12], a semi empirical approach to model the electron transport of side group attached phenyl based molecule sandwiched between two semi infinite gold electrodes. Extended Huckel Theory (EHT) uses all the valence orbital of the atoms as the non-orthogonal basis functions, neglecting all the interactions between electrons [13].
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The important transport properties such as transmission, conductance and current are calculated and the effect of substitute group on electronic transport through the molecule are simulated and is compared with that of benzene dithiol (BDT). The results are discussed.

2. Formalism and Computational Scheme

The device is described by a Hamiltonian matrix $H$ and an overlap matrix $S$. The self energy functions $\Sigma_{1,2}$ are used to describe the effect of contacts on the device with corresponding broadening functions defined as $\Gamma_{1,2} = i (\Sigma_{1,2} - \Sigma_{1,2}^*)$. The device Hamiltonian is further divided into core Hamiltonian $H_0$ and the self consistent potential $U_{SCF}$. The self consistent potential $U_{SCF}$ is given by

$$U_{SCF} = U (N - N_{eq}) \tag{1}$$

$N_{eq}$ is the equilibrium number of electrons in the molecule as given by

$$N_{eq} = 2 f (\varepsilon_0 - E_f) \tag{2}$$

In equation (1) $\varepsilon_0$ corresponds to the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) or the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) level whichever is closest to Fermi energy $E_f$.

$U_{SCF}$ is calculated by employing a simple self consistent field method. The number of electrons of the molecule $N$ is calculated as follows.

$$N = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dE \left( f(E - \mu_1) Tr(G_1 G^+) + f(E - \mu_2) Tr(G_2 G^+) \right) \tag{3}$$

The molecular Green’s function $G$ is given by

$$G(E) = (ES - H + U_{SCF} - \Sigma_1 - \Sigma_2)^{-1} \tag{4}$$

From the converged Green’s function, the current flowing through the device is calculated with the help of the standard Landauer-type formula[12], and is given as

$$I = \frac{2e}{h} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} dE \left( Tr(G_1 G_2 G^+) \left[ f(E - \mu_1) - f(E - \mu_2) \right] \right) \tag{5}$$

where $f(E - \mu_{1,2})$ denotes the Fermi distributions. Electrochemical potential $\mu_{1,2}$ is defined as
\[ \mu_{1,2} = E \pm \frac{eV}{2} \]  

(6)

The differential conductance is then obtained from the current formula as its derivative with respect to voltage.

Our calculation has been based on the Huckel-IV codes [12, 13], using the fitting parameters Fermi energy and U, the electron charging energy.

We first added gold (111) to the molecule through the anchoring groups. This addition contained 3x3 gold atoms. The adsorption geometry is such that the molecule sits on-top of the triangular gold pad with an end group-gold surface distance of 1.9Å. All the calculations were performed at the room temperature.

To obtain good starting geometry, the \textit{ab initio} DFT method using B3PW91 hybrid functional [15-17] with 6-31G basis set as implemented in Gaussian-03 software [14] is employed.

3. Results and Discussion

The transmission coefficient variation for various substitute groups under the applied bias is reported in Fig. 1. The effect on the molecular energy levels of benzene depends on the type of substitute group attached. In case of NO\textsubscript{2} the energy levels decrease and for NH\textsubscript{2} and OH the energy levels increase as compared to benzene. In both cases the HOMO – LUMO gap (HLG) decreases. This decrease in HLG is important because the midpoint of the HLG is assumed to be aligned with the Fermi levels of the metal contacts. It can be noted that the impedance of benzene can be reduced by the substitution of electron donating and electron withdrawing groups.

![Transmission as a function of electron energy for BDT molecule with NO2, NH2 and OH substitution.](image)
The self consistently calculated current – voltage characteristics and conductance-voltage characteristics for molecular junction under consideration with different substitute groups in the bias range of -2V to 2 V are shown in the Fig. 2 and Fig.3 respectively.

The current in the device becomes smaller with an attached NO2 side group and larger with NH2 and OH side group. The reason is that the attachment of the side groups can be treated as a chemical doping to the molecule, the NO2 group is electron accepting so withdraws the electron. The negative charge is donated by the conjugated ring, which acquires a positive charge and thus HOMO shifts to lower energies, whereas, the attachment of NH2 and OH are electron donating and shifts HOMO to higher energies.

For BDT the transport primarily occurs through the HOMO which is a pi bonding molecular orbital. The variation in the HOMO position with the functional group correlates directly with the variation in the conductance which shows current is carried by HOMO.

The Fermi levels lie in the middle of the gap and hence the electrical response under positive and negative biases is linear. The shape of the calculated conductance profile of the equilibrium geometric configuration reproduces satisfactorily the experimental results [18].

![Fig. 2: Current-voltage characteristics for BDT molecule with NO2, NH2, OH substitution.](image-url)
In order to modulate the conductance with effective control the, devices are constructed from benzene dithiolate molecule with attachment of double side groups, substituted for H. Conductance-Voltage characteristics for BDT molecule with single and double NO$_2$, NH$_2$ and OH group is shown in Fig. 4, 5, and 6 respectively. It is observed that the double substitution causes further conductance increase in double NH$_2$ and OH groups and decrease in double NO$_2$ side group. The results demonstrate that side groups attached to molecular devices offer the possibility of modifying their transport behaviors in a controlled way and can improve/add some particular functionality for the design of molecular electronic devices.
Fig. 5: Conductance-Voltage characteristics for BDT molecule with single and double NH$_2$ substitution.

Fig. 6: Conductance-Voltage characteristics for BDT molecule with single and double OH substitution.
4. Conclusion

In this paper, nonequilibrium Green’s function formalism (NEGF) combined with extended Huckel theory (EHT); a semi empirical approach is used to study the influence of substitute groups on electron transport in molecular junction. In order to investigate the effect of substitution, we presented the current (I) and differential conductance (dV/dI) as a function of applied bias. The results demonstrate that side groups attached to molecular devices offer the possibility of modifying their transport behaviors in a controlled way and can improve/add some particular functionality for the design of molecular electronic devices. By applying multiple functional groups to the same parent molecule it may be possible to obtain stronger influence.

The experimental measurements [18] of HOMO-LUMO Gap, a decrease in HLG on substitution of NH2 and OH and increase in HLG on NO2 substitution, compared with HLG of BDT without substitution of these functional groups have been reproduced by our present theoretical calculations and thus the applicability of our methodology is validated. These theoretical results will be helpful to design and fabricate future molecular electronic devices and circuits.
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